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NOTE ON THE TAYLOR EXPANSION OF SMOOTH

FUNCTIONS DEFINED ON SOBOLEV SPACES

By

AtsushiYoshikawa*

§1. Introduction

It is well-known that the Sobolev spaces H^iR71) (with norm ＼＼-＼＼a)are

multiplicative algebras when a>n/2. Let u^Ha{Rn) be real valued. If / is

a rapidly decreasing function on the real line, i.e., f^S(R), then we may

speak of the composite function f{u), which again belongs to Ha(Rn) provided 1

/(0)―0 (See Rauch and Reed [1]). As for more precise resultsincluding higher

order Taylor expansions, we have the following

Theorem. Suppose o>(n/2)+l, and u and v^Ha(Rn) are real valued. Let

f^S(R). Consider the m-th remainder

(1.1)
m-1 1

of the Taylor expansion of f(v+u) around u=0 (m=l, 2, ･■･).Then Rm(f)(v; u)

EEH°{Rn) and, for O^s^a,

(1.2) l|i?m(/)(y;u)!|s^.4m,s(l+ |b||Max(s,(;_n+ |lz;||o|!Vi;[|^cs''r-1))
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7V

m II
-L-

II W Hi I

I

(m+I)!

＼＼u＼＼
m ||＼7,, [IMaxCS, 1)＼
(2m)ll V t* llff-i J

where Am s is a positiveconstantindependent of u and v. In the above, V stands

/f ＼llp
for the gradient operator, and ＼＼w＼]ap^= [＼ ＼w{x)＼vdx) is the L p-norm of a

function w on Rn, p>0. Note |M|C2)=|MU for H＼Rn)=L＼Rn).

Remarks, (i) ||u]|c2m)makes sense for u^.Ha(Rn) since <r>(n/2)+l and

Ha(Rn)(Z.Hnvn-vi2m{Rn)CL LZm(Rn) by the Sobolev embedding theorem,

(ii) The constant Am , admits the estimate

Am,s^Cs~＼ ＼f(T)＼＼z＼ma+＼T＼s*)dT
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s*=l+Max(s, 1)+Max(s, a―I). Here /(r) is the Fourier transform of / and

Cs a positive constant independent of m and of /.

(iii) Similar results are valid when a>n/2 and <r2>l. Then we have to

replace (1.2) by

(1.3) ＼＼RMXv:u)L^Am.UlH＼vL + ＼＼v＼U＼JvUL＼)

＼＼um＼＼s+

1

(m+1)!

IIII IIm AWl-ll ||Max(S/£, 1)＼

where

Afd s £;SCs £y~
＼

＼f(.T)＼＼T＼ma+＼Trw)dv

s*(e)=l+(<r/e)+Max(s/s, 1),0<e<a-(n/2), e^l

The proof of Theorem is carriedout by extending the idea of Rauch and

Reed [1] where they discussedthe case of m=l and v=0, f(0)―0. Observe

Rm(f)(v;u)=
(m-1 (JTU*)k ＼a
eiw- S

~P)f{T)dr
k = 0 k /

where /(r)= ＼e~iTtf(t)dtis the Fourier transform of f{t). Then, for 0<Ls<a
JR

＼＼Rm(f)(v;u)＼＼s
J_[

2tz)r

/ m-1 (JTv＼k＼I

＼ a=o ≪! /I
l/(r)|dr
s

Therefore,in order to prove Theorem, we only have to verify the estimate

(1.4)

V k=Q k !

)

^Cs(l + |b|!Max(S,,-l)+lbllol|VyLM_a1x(S'<7 U)

＼＼um＼＼s+
^

Yyj≫M|ir2Bl)IIVM||5lJ?(i'1))(l+|T|'*)|rr

for real r provided u, v^Ha(Rn), a>(n/2)+l, are real valued. Here s*=

1+Max(s, 1)+Max(s, a ―I) and Cs is a positive constant independent of u, v, r

and m.

For a verificationof (1.4), we appeal to the following

Lemma 1.1. Suppose c>(m/2)+1, and m a positiveinteger. Let iv(EHa(Rn)

be real valued. Then eiv-^^Kiw)k/k＼^Ha(Rn) and

(1.5)

m- (iw)k

1

(m + 1)!
IMI<2m>l|Vu;||

Max(S, 1)

o-l

)

k^o k＼

lkm!ls +
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for O^Ls^a. Here Cs is a positiveconstantindependent of m and w

A proof will be given in the next section.
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Let us derive (1.4) for r=l from (1.5),since then (1.4)for general t follows

via an elementary inequality:

(l+raX+ra+bY)(rdZ+rc+dW)£rda+ra+b+cXl+X+YXZ+W),

for all r>0. Here a. b, c, d, X, Y, Z, Ware allpositive. Observe the identity:

eiJ

{eiv-l)(eiu
m-1
2

k=0

{iu)k＼

k＼ )
+(≪'"-"s^)

In view of Lemma 1.1, we only need to show

(1.6) il(eiu-l)u;||s^Cs(||y||Max(S,.-1)+ lb!lol|Vyr-a1xCS><7"1))lklls

for all w(^H＼Rn), 0<Ls^<j, when v is real valued. Now by Lemma 1.1 and

the Sobolev embedding theorem,

IK^-Du/llo^CII^-llU.xllu/Ho^CdlvlU.i+llvllollVvllSiDlkllo,

while, for a^s^a ―1,

IK^-l^ll.^CII^-lll.lkll.^Cdlull. + HvllollVyll'.OIIu;!,.

(1.6) then follows by interpolating Q<s<g―1.

Remark. We also have ＼＼{eiv―l)iy||o^2||u'||osince v is real valued. Thus,

when ||v|L_i+IMIollVv||Siiis very large, we have

||(ei°-l)u;L^C(||v||(T_1+ ||t;||o||Vv||J=i)t/c<J"1)l|wL,

for 0<s<a-l.

§2. Proof of Lemma 1.1

Our proof of Lemma 1.1 is based on the following simplified analogue of

Proposition 4.1 of Rauch and Reed [1].

Lemma 2.1. Suppose g<EHa(Rn) is real valued. Let Q^s^a. Then

(2.1) IReiKDyM^Dy'w^^^Bsl^gWa.AwUWwlU,

for all w(EH°(Rn) provided a>(n/2)+l. Here Bs is a positiveconstant indepen-

dent of w and g and (,) the inner product of H°(Rn). Recall Mg is the multi-
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plicationoperator by the function g, and <D>S is the pseudo-differentialoperator

with the full symbol <f>s=(l+|£l2)s/2,£e/2B.

Proof. Since g is real valued,

Rei≪DyMg<Dy'w, w)=Rei([<Dy, MJ<D>"su;) w).

Then (2.1) is shown by the classicalestimate (See, e.g., [2]):

＼{v,[</≫≪,M^u)＼fgC＼＼lg＼＼aMvU＼u＼＼s>+ ＼＼v＼＼-t'＼＼u＼＼s),

s'^s-1, l^f'^0, (7-^->f, a-~>s-sf, a^l, s>0.

We can choose s'=s―1, t'=l if ct>(m/2)+1. If we merely have a>n/2,

a>l, then we choose s'= s―£,t'=s for a―(n/2)>s>0, l^e>0.

Now let us proceed to a verificationof Lemma 1.1. The case when m=l

is essentially due to Rauch and Reed [1]. By slightly modifying their ideas, a

proof of Lemma 1.1 for general m is obtained. Thus, to verify (1.5), we first

reproduce a part of the discussions of Rauch and Reed [1], and then indicate

our modification. Let

w-HiwY
Em(w)=eiw- 2

k=o k !
m ― l, 2, ■■■,

and

Wm(t)=<DysEm(tw).

A straightforwardcomputation yieldsto

%-Wm(t)=i<DyMw<DyWm(t)+

at

fm

(m-1)!
(DYiiwT

with Wm(0)=0. Taking the inner product of the both hand sides with Wm(t),

and using Lemma 2.1 we have,

(2.2)
d_

It
|[Wm(Ollo^5JVu/||ff_1||Wm(OII-i +

tm

(m-1)!

I! 7/)m I

Our idea is to employ the logarithmic convexity of the Sobolev scale. Thus,

suppose s>l. Then

＼Wnm-i = ＼＼Em(tw)h.1^＼＼Em(tw)＼＼10-e＼＼Em(tw)＼＼eK,

e
= 1 ―1/s. Therefore, for any <5>0,

m!

Here we have used the fact ＼＼EJtw)＼U<(J;m/m＼)＼＼wVkm->,which is also a con
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seauence of realnessof w. It follows

jt＼＼Wm{t)h^CeBs＼＼lw＼＼a_1dd-'＼＼Wm{t)＼U

+5,3'||Vu/|U_1-TIM|$m>+
tm

(m-1)!

＼＼wn＼＼,
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Since Lemma 1.1is trivialwhen w=0, we assume w^Q so thatlw^§. Choose

5= NwWLu Then

j-t＼＼Wm(t)＼＼o^CdBs＼＼Wm(t)＼＼o

+B^lw＼＼U＼＼w＼＼T^~+＼＼wmhj^^-l

Therefore,integratingfrom t=0 to t=l, we have

＼＼Em(w)＼＼s=＼＼Wma)＼＼o<BseCeBs

On the other hand, if sf^l, then

1

(m+1)!

II
i/i

II m IIT7i/il|s i s,CdB$
*■

II,,.,mil

WM)＼＼-.=KDy-'EMw)＼US＼＼Em{tw)＼u^^＼＼w＼＼?2m,

Thus, (2.2) yields to

whence

d_

dt
＼＼WUt)＼U<B,―j-||VM/L_1||u/||^m> +

＼＼Em(w)L^
B.

= (m+l)!

4771-1

(m-1)!
II7V/"Ml

IIVT,,,!! lU.-llm i II....roll
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